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This little book contains fill-in-the-blank lines to describe some aspect of affection about being a

twosome. Just complete each line and voilÃ : you have a uniquely personal gift your numero uno

will read again and again. Make it as lovey-dovey, sappy, or frisky as you choose!Anniversary gifts

for those who've been together for years, months, or just a few days!FiancÃ© gift ideas that'll turn

him to mushHardcover with removable clear plastic jacket; 4.5 x 3.25 inches; 112 pagesSpread the

love #FillintheLove
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Fill in the blanks are a bit simple, and for my and my girl we tend to end up in the gutter with them.

But we're taking turns filling out one page at a time, and responding to each other's comments when

we feel like it. Dating the comments as well to keep track of the history. Fun way to bond.

These are really cute, but they are smaller than I thought. I guess I should have looked. It's like

almost wallet size. The outside and inside is cute, I just wish it was a little bigger. They look like they

could get nicked or dented easy with a few bumps.

I loved filling in this book . . . it takes you on a walk down memory lane and I would highly

recommend this as a gift to the special person in your life. My boyfriend keeps his in his desk at

work and pulls it out to read whenever he needs a little lift. You can't ask for a better gift than that!

I gave this book to my husband and he said it was the most thoughtful and the best gift he had ever



gotten. I also gave the book "What I Love About Mom" to my Mom and got the same reaction from

her that I did from my husband. I would recommend this to anyone. It is a way to let those you love

know how much you love them. Everyone wins!

As many of the reviews stated..a lot of repeated pages just worded differently. Wish they had more

room on the line to be able to fit more than 5 words (obviously I wrote beyond the period and used

blank space under the line provided) I told my fiance to change some stuff around that he wanted to

add/day/want me to know, as we are exchanging each of our little books to one another on the

morning of our wedding next weekend :) so I'm still making it work but not what I expected with

choices of words

I really enjoyed this filling out this little book. The prompts are simple but allow you to be very

creative. I liked that I was able to share many meaningful memories or inside jokes through this

book, and my boyfriend absolutely loved it. I gave it to him for Valentine's Day and he told me that

it's the best gift I've given him. I highly recommend this series as a gift.

Very cute and a great gesture for your significant other. Filling in the blanks with inside jokes or

sayings that only your other half would understand. Makes for a great gift or for a simple reminder

that you are thinking of them.

This was the cutest gift. I gave it to my boyfriend as part of his Christmas and we enjoyed reading

and laughing over it together. It is a great, inexpensive way to show someone you care about them

in addition to being a great keepsake/memories holder. I would recommend this if you like thoughtful

gifts that won't break the bank. Fun to read over and over again!
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